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P O R T F O L I O
Navid Navab | navidnavab.net | is a Montreal based media alchemist, composer/improvisor,
audio-visual sculptor, and multidisciplinary artist. Interested in the poetics of gesture,
materiality, and embodiment, his work investigates the transmutation of matter and the
enrichment of its inherent performative qualities. Navid uses gestures, rhythms and vibration
from everyday life as basis for real-time compositions, resulting in augmented acousticalpoetry and painterly light that enchants improvisational and pedestrian movements.
His pieces, which which take on the form of gestural sound compositions, responsive
architecture, site specific interventions, theatrical interactive installations, kinetic sound
sculptures and multimodal improv-based performances, have been presented
internationally at diverse venues including Canadian Center for Architecture, Festival du
Nouveau Cinema, Shanghai eArts, MUMUTH Austria, Roulette New York, Western Front
Vancouver, McCord Museum, Musée d'art Contemporain de Montréal, Timisoara Romania,
Contemporary Arts Museum Houston, International Digital Arts Biennial, Musiikin Aika
Finland, Festival International Montréal/Nouvelles Musiques, Phi Center, UsineC Theatre,
Suoni Per il Popolo Festival, Electric Eclectics Festival, Gray Center Chicago, CMS Theatre
Cambridge UK, and CCRMA Palo Alto among others.
A graduate of Ontario Royal Conservatory of Music, Concordia University’s Electroacoustics
and Computational Arts program, and McGill Music Technology, Navid has been working for
the past several years creating deeply expressive intermedia instruments synthesizing
research at IRCAM, CRIMMT, CNMAT, Topological Media Lab and Matralab, while using
philosophical and phenomenological studies to inform the creation of computationallyaugmented performance environments.
His pieces have been described as generous, transparent, illusive and intensely sensational.
Navid has collaborated with many great improvisers and artists of our time including Jean
Derome, Lori Freedman, Coat Cooke, Malcom Goldstein, Rainer Weins, George Lewis,
Rohan de Saram, Mei Han, Lan Tung, Vinny Golia, Pierre Tanguay, Bozzini Quartet, Sandeep
Bhagwati, Constantinople Ensemble, Zata Omm Dance Project, Sinha Dance Company, Mike
Svoboda, and Dhruba Ghosh.

Machine-Improvisation Concerts
(2010-2014 Selected)

Viitasaari Church, Finland 2014
Musiikin Aika Festival
+ Felix Deletrici (Bass Trombone)
Improvising Machine Systems | World Premier 2014
Suini Per Il Popolo Festival
George Lewis | Navid Navab | Michael Young
Ligeti Hall | MUMUTH, Graz, Austria 2013
Navid Navab (32 channel speaker array)
Mike Svoboda (Bass Trombone)
Circle of Sleep 2012
Western Front, Vancouver
Navid Navab (Disklavier + 8.8 speaker array)
Coat Cook (Saxophone) | Mei Han (Zheng)
Prentis Hall, New York 2012
ImproTech Paris-New York
Lori Fridman (Bass Clarinet)
CMS Black box Theatre, Cambridge UK 2011
Georgina Born (Cello)
Native Alien, Matralab 2010-2013
Solo Instruments in concert Machine-Comprovisations:
Rohan De Saram (Cello)
David Rosenboom (Piano)
Wu Wei (Cheng)
Dhruba Gosh (Sarangi)
Amelia Cuni (Voice)
Vinny Golia (Saxophone)
etc.
Festival du Nouveau Cinema 2010
Jean Derome | Pierre Tanguay | Jean-Philippe Collard-Neven

Practices Of Everyday Life | Cooking
Culinary Concert for Chef and Enchanted Kitchenette - 2015

MNM (Montreal/New Music International Festival) [premiere]
practicesofeverydaylife.com

A synaesthetic performance organized around a chef, an enchanted
kitchenette, and sonified ingredients. The cook wields foods, pans and spices,
transmuted gesturally into sound and image in an innovative culinary
choreography. A knife rasps against another, onions vocalize their unfolding,
sizzling oil slides into a downpour of Bartok-pizzicati, while seductive aromas
immerse the viewer in a multi-sensory augmentation of everyday practices.

THREADS
a responsive kinetic sound sculpture

Biennale Internationale D’Art Numérique 2014
in collaboration with Oana Setu Khintrian

Threads is an interactive installation that dwells with the mnemonic dimension of the written
word and puts under the magnifying glass the acts of reading and writing in an intricate play
of sensorial relations. Drop-spindles suspended in mid-air hold threads made out of handwritten paper, a transcription of a century-old correspondence. When touched, they
produce sounds modulated on movement, that combine to create a mesmerizing
environment. At a desk one is invited to reconsider the act of writing, by the use of an inkless
pen and sonified paper. Threads reveals memory as a blueprint of sensation and suggests
that its capturing is volatile and ephemeral.

Suspended Narratives

Interactive Shadow Puppetry Sound Installation

McCord Museum, 2013
+ Mere Phantoms

A night of interactive shadow puppetry and sonic gestural
audience is invited to make paper cutouts of invented
architecture, and to add them into a cumulative
installation. To bring the microcosm to life, audience
members will use mobile lights to activate
soundscapes and animate three-dimensional
shadows.

compositions. The

The installation was enchanted with light-sensitive sonic
p o s t c a rd s
that were embedded into each paper cut vignette and activated as participants approached
the piece with hand-held lights. The result was an interactive cinematic experience that
recounted embedded memories in ever folding narratives.

Einstein’s Dreams
Responsive Environment [time-conditioning tableaus]

Hexagram Black Box Theatre 2013
Navab | Delapierre | Montanaro | Stein

An environment in which visitors encounter
performers in responsive fields of video, light,
and spatialized sound, in a set of tableaus. A
set of time conditioning installations create
palpable alternatives to the everyday time. A
new architecture of kinetic material and
digital media in which time becomes an
elastic medium of expression, learning, and
invention - a new art of time for the 21c.

Decay - ⼿手⼿手向け TAMUKE
Performance / Installation . 2011 SAT [Société des Arts Technologiques]
Performance . 2015 Montreal/New Music Festival

Decay is an immediate
response to the ongoing triple
catastrophe that has hit Japan the magnitude 9.0 earthquake,
the tsunami, and the
Fukushima nuclear emergency.

FOLDS
Performance / Interactive Scenography, Dec 2015

TANGENTE | Monument-National

Katia-Marie Germain | Navid Navab | Lenka Novak

F O L D S s’élabore sur le
terrain de la perception.
Dans une gestuelle fine et
délicate, le corps entre en
dialogue avec ses images,
multiples et projetées,
reconnaissables ou
transformées jusqu’à la
création de paysages
éphémères. Au sein de
l’installation interactive, la
quête est illusion,
ambiguïté et poétique.
Devenir image et devenir
corps.

STEER
Interactive Dance / Responsive Scenography
World Premiere: dance: made in canada Festival 2013
Betty Oliphant Theatre
William Young | Navid Navab | Jerome Delapierre

Steer exposes imaginary inner worlds through a
fusion of biology, technology. The performance
establishes a bridge to a dreamlike state and
manifests thousand hidden worlds into a lucid reality.

Constellation
Responsive Architecture

Electric Eclectics Festival . 2009
Timisoara Festival, Romania . 2010
Festival du Nouveau Cinema . 2010

Navid Navab | ManiMani | Jerome Delapierre

Constellation is an interactive installation that engages visitors with their surroundings in
order to create a unique spatial experience sensitive to the site. It is responsive to natural
and man-made physical pressures in the built environment (Wind, Sunlight) as well as user
inputs (tactile/touch). The fabric and tensioned strips are sensitive to structural vibrations,
the wind and people’s interactions. These interactions are manifested in the form of sound and light.

Printemps numéri`que | Forest
Immersive Environment : Sound Installation

Musée d'Art Contemporain de Montréal, 2014

A series of immersive environments unfolding in situ, in real-time, and in response to
activities in the space. Crafted to gently envelope the living and public space without overpolluting it, these multidimensional compositions are aurally transparent and microscopic
yet infinitely engaging and rich. Throughout this responsive aural architecture, every
movement and every sound modulates another in immediate vibrational relation. Recasting
the material transmutation of social relations, sonic gestural metaphors are brought forth in
ways that evoke a déjà vu in participants and re-enact histories into a present happening.

CCA 20:20
Responsive Lighting / Installation

Canadian Center for Architecture 2009
in collaboration with Morgan Sutherland

Immersive active lighting installation for the Canadian Center for Architecture's 20
Years: 20 Hours event. High-power luminaries aimed at the windows of the adjunct
Shaughnessy House fully illuminate the interior. The room is awash with colour while
the LEDs animate to depict a low-resolution sunrise and sunset across all four rooms.
The speed and quality of the sunset and the colour changes are modulated by a live
feed from the DJ and other environmental sounds within the building.

Concerto for Sticks and Ensemble
Contemporary Music
Ensemble + Enchanted Objects

for Noise Border Ensemble, Windsor 2014

Through interactively varied augmentation of the object’s natural acoustical
response, an a priori distinction ”synthetic” and the ”natural” and the
”performer” and ”performed” are removed. Performing a score or improvising
music could turn into a hybrid mode of engagement and perception
borrowing elements from gaming, playing, building, day to day living
practices, and performance art.

Interstitial
Responsive Membrane / Performance
Synchresis: Eastern Bloc, Montreal 2008-2010
Navid Navab | Jerome Delapierre

An improvisational performance piece for an interactive
screen, a dancing body, and live responsive media.
Relative to physical and spatial affordances of the
screen, palpable mappings were created from
gestures to audio-visual textures. Upon touching the
screen and interacting with it, players discover that
they can charge their gestures with emotion and
meaning, and use their interactions for improvised play.

Pneuma: Falling Forest
Responsive Architecture
8th Manifestation Internationale of Champ Libre 2008
eARTS 2008 Festival (HORIZON), China
+ Patrick Harrop, TML, Eski

Air-filled pneumatic sculptures laced with sensors and illuminators breath,
filter and re-project data harvested from outside as patterns of light and
sound. Pneuma, exists in a world of second nature, a world made by
human hands but governed also by electricity, rain, traffic, and gravity.

Murmurations
Series of Site Specific Sound Installation
Museum of Fine Arts Houston 2014
Lawndale Art Center 2013
Box13 Art Space 2010
Linda Dib | Navid Navab

Making the mundane whimsical and otherworldly,
these installation defamiliarizes, and recontextualizes
in situ sounds to create a dynamic sonic postcard,
orchestrated by the up and down movements of the
visitors. When someone lingers on the steps, so do
the sounds; and when visitors climb up and down, the
sounds coalesce, with a few surprises along the way.
These spaces are thresholds that mark the difference
between up and down, inside and out. Drawing
attention to the architecture, these compositions are
about coming and going, ebb and flow. They are
sonic postcards that highlight transitions, the fleeting
or the temporary. The individual sounds come
together and create a sense of place.

Les Persiennes Et Les Sortilèges
Responsive Membrane
Goethe Institute: Nuit Blanche 2013

Someone's behind those Venetian blinds. A finger slips over an edge and pulls
them down. Two fingers, four. A pair of lips mouth your name. Then eyes
appear from a darkened room, seeking to connect with those on the other
side. Who is it? And how does
he or she know you, standing at
the window, if she's only a ghost
of a ghost. A seductive,
beguiling interactive work
veiling and unveiling
perceptions. Who is the seer,
and who or what the seen?
Responsive video-performers
haunting video-persiennes.

bubblePop
Responsive Architecture / Urban Intervention
Guy Public Metro Entrance, Montreal 2009

BUBBLEpop is an interactive sound installation intended for a public foot-traffic. The floor of
a public space is covered with sheets of jumbo bubble-wrap that people are invited or even
forced to walk over, popping bubbles and transforming the surrounding audio-visual
environment. Through the joyous act of popping air bubbles with varying speed and
intensities, the passersby gesturally shape the video projections in effect.
BUBBLEpop uses an innocently simple yet richly embodied
mode of interaction to
allow participants of all
ages, interests, and
backgrounds to step
out of their
everyday routines to
r e fl e c t o n t h e
surrounding
architecture, the
acoustics of the
built environment,
t h e re l a t i o n s h i p
m o v e m e n t ,
wonders of haptic
sound, and movingimage, and their own
s u b m i s s i v e
relationship with gravity.
BUBBLEpop awakens the playful desires within all of us.

Enactive Walkway
Responsive Architecture / HCI
Exposed:Mimic Exhibition, Montreal 2008
Enactive Walkway is a responsive installation that
examines the intersection of cognition, embodiment
and human experience. The actuation of transparent
tiles sets in motion the materials contained within,
producing flickering multicolored light that illuminates
the tiles, and sound that is collected, processed and
played back into the space. Above the Walkway hangs a
2x6-feet print on lenticular lenses that shifts between
images of water and broken glass as one walks
underneath and watches. Together these elements
creates a playful, disorienting, experience that poses the
place of embodied knowledge in interaction design.

The Enactive Walkway rests on active, embodied engagement
with a haptic interface situated within a public space. Through
the loop of perception-action-interaction the installation excites
the visual, auditory and tactile senses simultaneously. The
shifting ground of the Enactive Walkway thus destabilizes the
body, encouraging participants to become more aware of their
own movements and the interactions of their perceptions within
the public realm. Participants do not simply interact with a pre
given environment but rather enact it.

